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*Lyrics in Loxian language taken from the book
*Water Shows The Hidden Heart* by Roma Ryan.
Out of night has come the day.
Out of night, our small earth.

Our words drift away.
Our words journey
To find those who will listen.

We call out into the distance...
We call out into the distance...
We call out into the distance...
We call out into the distance...

Less than a pearl in a sea of stars,
We are a lost island in the shadows.

It may be our words become lost.
It may be our words find nothing, find no-one.

We call out into the distance...
We call out into the distance...

(repeat)
AMARANTINE

Words by Roma Ryan
Music by Enya and Nicky Ryan

\( j = 80 \)

1. You know when you give your love a way
   it opens your heart, ev'ry thing is new. And

   you know time will always find a way
to let your heart believe it's true.
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2. You know love is every thing you say;
   a whisper, a word,
3. You know love may sometimes make you cry,
   so let the tears go,
   you give.
   You feel it in the heart-beat of the day.
   They will flow away, for you know love will always let you fly.
   You how

   know this is the way love is.
   A-ma- ran- tine...

   far a heart can fly away!

   A-ma- ran- tine...
4. You know when love's shining in your eyes, it

may be the stars fallen from above. And

you know love is with you when you rise, for night and day belong to

love.
IT'S IN THE RAIN
Words by Roma Ryan
Music by Enya and Nicky Ryan

Original key Gb

\[
\text{\textbf{F}} \quad \text{\textbf{A}} \quad \text{\textbf{G}} \quad \text{\textbf{C}}
\]

\[
\text{\textbf{F}} \quad \text{\textbf{A}}^b \quad \text{\textbf{G}} \quad \text{\textbf{C}} \quad \text{\textbf{F}}
\]

1. Ev - 'ry time the rain comes down.
2. Feel the touch of tears that fall.

(Verses 3 & 4 see block lyric)
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close my eyes and listen.

I can hear the lonely sound.

of all the things come, as it cries.

Listen to the rain... (the rain...)
Here it comes again...
Hear it in the rain...

- ing down,
- deep of the sky
mysts as - te - it

- ries.
Ah,
Verse 3:
Late at night I drift away
I can hear you calling,
and my name is in the rain,
leaves on trees whispering,
deep blue sea's mysteries.

Verse 4:
Even when this moment ends,
can't let go this feeling.
Everything will come again
in the sound, falling down,
of the sky as it cries.
Hear my name in the rain.
IF I COULD BE WHERE YOU ARE

Words by Roma Ryan
Music by Enya and Nicky Ryan

\( \text{\textcopyright 2005 EMI Music Publishing Ltd, London WC2H 0QY} \)
al-ways a heart-beat from me.

lost now without you, I don’t know where you are.

(3.)-ter lies before me, now you’re so far away.

I keep watching, I keep hoping, but

in the darkness of my dreaming

time light keeps us apart. Is there a

If I could
way I can find you, is there a sign I should know, is there a road I could follow to bring you back
be close beside you, if I could reach out and touch you and bring you back
be home? Is there a

1. C C N.C. 2. C C F/A D 8 (1) al Coda

3. Win - home. Coda

home to me?
Our words go beyond the moon.
Our words go into the shadows.
The river sings the endlessness.
We write of our journey through night.
We write in our aloneness.
We want to know the shape of eternity.

Who knows the way it is?
Who knows what time will not tell us?

Mountains, solitude and the moon
until the journey's end?
The river holds the lost road of the sky;
the shape of eternity?

Who knows the way it is?
Who knows what time will not tell us?

Where is the beginning?
Where is the end?
Why did we fall into days?
Why are we calling out into
the endlessness?

Who knows the way it is?
Who knows what time
will not tell us?
THE RIVER SINGS

Words by Roma Ryan
Music by Enya and Nicky Ryan

\[ J = 102 \]

N.C.

\[ \text{C} \]

Mer-hymn a rhee-a kaa-n Mer-hymn a vl-a lu-ua E-a hymn llay hey A

\[ \text{C} \]

rhee o mmay hOr-oom-may o nay rhay hOr-oom-may he err-heemo

\[ \text{Am} \]

herr-rakey ay rhee a mmay h'unnin in la go dee rhee?
LONG LONG JOURNEY

Words by Roma Ryan
Music by Enya and Nicky Ryan

N.C.

1. City lights shine
2. Where the road runs

on the harbour, night has fallen down,
through the valley, where the river flows,

through the darkness and the shadow, I will still go on.
I will follow every highway to the place I know.
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Long, long journey through the darkness, long, long way to go:

what are miles across the ocean to the heart that's coming home?

Long, long journey out of nowhere, long, long way to go;

but what are sighs and what is sadness
SUMIREGUSA (WILD VIOLET)

Words by Roma Ryan
Music by Enya and Nicky Ryan

Freely $\dot{\ell} = c.66$
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SOMEONE SAID GOODBYE

Words by Roma Ryan
Music by Enya and Nicky Ryan

\[J = 58\) (slightly swung quavers)

1. Summer. When the day is over
   there's a heart a little colder,
   someone said goodbye,
   I don't know why.

2. Always looking for a meaning,
   all the time you keep believing;
   but you don't say goodbye.

Somewhere there is someone keeping
   all the tears they have been weeping,
   even when the sun is shining
   you don't see the silver lining.
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I don't know why
but you don't say goodbye.

Is there a reason why a broken heart begins to cry?
Is there a reason why a broken dream can never fly?

Is there a reason you were lost although you don't know why?
Is there a reason you believe and then you close your eyes?

Give me a reason why you never want to say goodbye.
Give me a reason why you hide away so much inside.
If there's a reason, I don't know why.


Is there a reason why a broken heart begins to cry?

Is there a reason you were lost although you don't know why?

Give me a reason why you never want to say goodbye.

If there's a reason, I don't know why.

I don't know why.

I don't know why.

I don't know why.
A MOMENT LOST

Words by Roma Ryan
Music by Enya and Nicky Ryan

1. It's only now, when
   (2). strong, how brave, how
   (3). moment lost, for

words are said that break my heart
true of you to bear the hurt in
-ever gone, can never be a
made; every one a precious one,

every one a summer sun

all you gave, all your love to me.

Coda
DRIFTING
Words by Roma Ryan
Music by Enya and Nicky Ryan

\[ J = 48 \]
\[
Cmaj^7 \quad Cmaj^7/G \quad Fmaj^7
\]

\[
Cmaj^7 \quad Cmaj^7/G \quad Fmaj^7 \quad Dm \quad Dm^7
\]

\[
G \quad Dm \quad Dm^7 \quad G
\]

\[
Cmaj^7 \quad Cmaj^7/G \quad Fmaj^7 \quad Cmaj^7 \quad Cmaj^7/G
\]
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AMID THE FALLING SNOW

Words by Roma Ryan
Music by Enya and Nicky Ryan

\[ j = 96 \]

1. How

(1.) I ______ re·mem·ber sleep·less nights,
(3.) si·lence of a win·ter's night
(5.) close____ my win·dow to the night,

we would read by candle·light,
leave the sky her tears of white,
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on the window pane outside
all is lit by candle light

new world made of snow.
on the fallen snow.
mid the falling

down, a million stars that touch the ground:
many secrets to be found amid the falling

To Coda ⊙
2. A million feathers falling
4. ad lib.
snow.}


Maybe I am falling down:

tell me, should I touch the ground? Maybe I won't

make a sound in the darkness all around.

I.

II.

D.8 al Coda

3. The

4.

5. I
snow. And all is lit by candlelight amid the falling snow.

vocal ad lib.
Water shows the hidden heart

From the City of Constellations
the wanderer
he journeys on...
...the City of hesitation and doubt
the island of the house the colour of the sea
the Plain of Mementoes
he journeys on to find his love...
...the Valley of lost time
the City of End and Endlessness
the Isle of Revenents
he journeys on...
...the City of Solitudes
the City of the distance from you
the City of Words of blue
and yellow and red and green
he journeys on to find his love...

...where the road takes him through
the City of Sleep
the thinking that does not end is within him
Then he dreams
the road takes him
this man who is searching
it brings him
in silence through the night
where the Cities that do not Exist, exist
It brings him
in silence through the night
close to the City of Realisations;
it is here one finds the way...

Mount Orison
the Tree of the lost
he journeys on...
...north of his love
a road through a valley of darkness
the islands that are not of this world
he journeys on to find his love...

It is a long way through darkness
to the way of the eremite
the eremite sings of the world and of
the journey of love,
which is not lost in eternity
...the Valley where the moon is caught
in the trees
water shows the hidden heart
endless into midnight
he journeys on...
...the parable of day
the Room of Books
where the winds come to him
and say...
WATER SHOWS THE HIDDEN HEART

Words by Roma Ryan
Music by Enya and Nicky Ryan

\[ J = 59 \]

1. Er-rhee-mo may nay
   Say la na or-ro
   Piir rro say a mna
   A-he__ rhay_

2. Plu vy a vay la
   Neth-ee la rhay na
   Beas t'ear rhee ay na
   A-he__ rhay_

3. Air ran-o-mma-yo
   Pur-rhay-so am-ce
   Es-pea rro a mno
   A-he__ rhay_

4. Kan ta so mmay o
   Sy oom bra-a-ya
   Dy a blay a llow
   A-he__ rhay_

Pr-na na so la
Be-o so bay hey
Abr a-ma rhay na
A-he__ rhay_

Kor-rhee-ay a mmay he
Sy-fy ra may-na
Mmer koul a rhay a
A-he__ rhay_

In ju lee a-yo
So llow la bay_
Ka na mor a no
A-he__ rhay_

A-ru la mma-yu
Orr-ran-to or-ro
Be-rus say a mma
A-he__ rhay_
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